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Intercomparison of the influence of tropospheric clouds
on UV-visible absorptions detected during the NDSC
intercomparison campaign at OHP in June 1996
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The influence of tropospheric clouds on 1995; Wagner et al., 1998]. Although RT processeszenith sky light (or brief ZSL-DOAS) measurements
of which are likely to causesuchinfluences- have been restratospheric gasesis investigated. From a large set cently described[Pfeilstickeret al., 1998a,b,hereafter
of intercomparisonstudiesincludingsix simultaneously denotedPF98ab], their magnitudeand significancein
operatedUV/visible spectrometers,
the zenith sky ab- ZSL-DOAS are still to be determined.
Abstract.

The uncertainty associatedwith RT related CE is
mainly due to the low tropospheric concentrationsof
bus (Cb) cloud. The accuracyof the inferredvisibleO3 the gasesof interest i.e., of 03, NO2, and BrO. Therefore, fluctuations in the absorption path or change in
absorptions, however, are affected by interfering H20
absorptions. The increasedcloudy sky absorptionsare the troposphericconcentrationsare expectedto modify
attributed to increasedpathlengthsdue to multiple Mie only slightlythe total atmosphericabsorptionsof the inscattering and hence interstitial gaseousabsorptionsin- vestigated species, and consequently it was speculated
side the cloud. The absorptionsdetected for chemically whether CEs are detectable,or possiblycouldhavebeen
inert gaseslike 04 (and H20) are foundto be inconsis- caused by spectral retrieval problems, i.e., retrieval of
tent with those detectedfor NO2 and 03. This finding 03, NO2 and 04 in the visible spectralregion during
indicates that O3 and NO2 are modified by cloud re- cloudy sky Cb conditions when H20 absorptions are
very strong.
lated transport or chemical processes.
ZSL-DOAS measurements,however, can also consorptions of 03, 04, NO2, and H20 are found to increaseconsiderablyunder the investigatedCumulonim-

1.

Introduction

tribute to the cloudabsorptioncontroversy[e.g.,Kerr
et al., 1995]either by investigatingthe spectroscopy
of
UV/visible absorbers
or cloudyskyphotonpathlengths

et al., 1997;PF98ab;Solomon
et al., 1999].
In recent years ZSL-DOAS has been developedinto [Pfeilsticker
In view of still existing RT uncertaintiesfor cloudy
a powerful tool to remotely monitor the fate of several
stratosphericconstituents(03, NO2, BrO, OC10, ..) sky conditions,intercomparisonstudiesincluding sev[e.g., Noxon, 1978]. For usefulstratosphericstudies, eral simultaneously operated ZSL-DOAS instruments
however, accuracy on the level of a few percent in the appearedto be warranted. Resultsof sucha study conducted within the frameworkof the NDSC (Network
for
the Detectionof StratosphericChange)June 1996
After the first pioneeringstudyof Noxon[1978],only

measured total column amounts is required.

recently it has been argued that tropospheric clouds intercomparisoncampaign held at the Obs•rvatoire'de

(eitherby radiativetransfer(RT), cloudchemicalpro- Haute Provence(OHP, 43.9øN,5.7øE) are reported.
cesses,or by transport processes
due to clouds)may affect thesespectroscopic
measurements
(denotedherein 2. Methodology
as "cloud effects"or "CE"), reported to occasionally
The presenteddata are collectedby a subgroupof
be as large as --10% in total O3 [e.g., Brewer and
participants
from the intercomparisoncampaign: the
Kerr, 1973; Van Roozendaelet al., 1994; Erle et al.,
BelgianInstitute for SpaceAeronomy,(IASB), the Instituto Nacionalde T•cnica Aeroespecial(INTA), the
i Institut flit Umweltphysik,INF 229, University of Hei- NorwegianInstitute for Air Research(NILU), the Indelberg, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany
stitut fiir Umweltphysik,University of Bremen (Uni2IASB, 3 Ave. Circulaire,B-1180 Brussels,Belgium
Bre), the ServiceD'A•ronomiedu CNRS operatinga
aINTA, Calle Ajalvir kin4, S-28850 Torrejon de Ardoz, SAOZ (Systemd'Analysepar Observations
Z6nithales)
Spain
CNRS2-instrument, and the Institut fiir Umweltphysik,
4NILU, P.O. Box 2007, N-2007 Kjeller, Norway
Universityof Heidelbergwith an UV (IUPuv) and a vis5Institut flit Umweltphysik,P.O. Box 330440,University ible (IUP-vis) instrument. Instrumentaldetailsas well
of Bremen, D-28334 Bremen, Germany
øServiceD'A•ronomie du CNRS, BP-3, F-91371 Verri•res as the standard retrieval techniquesof the individual
groups have already been described by Roscoe et al.
le Buisson, France
[1999].
A frequentfeature of early summerweather at OHP
Copyright1999by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
is clearsky morningsfollowedby strongverticalconvecPapernumber1999GL900198.
tion and the formation of optically thick, vertically ex0094-8276/99/1999GL900198505.00
tendedprecipitatingCb cloudsin the afternoons.Also,
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southwesterlywinds frequently prevailed whereby OHP

2,o

is
often
downwind
ofseveral
major
cities
(Marseille,
Nice, Avignon) and industrialareas(in the Rhonevalley) which gave rise to elevatedNOx concentrations.
Likewise, due to the lightning inside Cb-clouds,inter-

stitialNO2couldhavebeenformed
[e.g.,Huntrieser
et

o 0.4

al., 1998].
Comparisonsof CEs detected prior to this study re-

o,o
1,2

spectral interferencedue to increasedcloudy sky H20

% 0,6

withthedifferential
optical
absorption
features
of03

• 0,2

(at 505rim),04 (at 478nm) and NO2 (at 448nm). Such

-0,2

vealed
that
another
major
source
ofuncertainty
isthe • 1,o
0,8

vaporabsorption
features
inthevisible
bandinterfering

0,4

69

0,0

spectral
interferences
aremainlydueto oversaturated •E 0,5
0,8
H20 absorption
linesnot properlyconsidered
in low
• 0,4

resolution
spectrometry
andimpropertemperature
correctionsdue to inadequatespectroscopic
assignmentsof
somevisible H20 lines in the HITRAN96 library (C.
Camy Peyret, priv. comm., 1998). Accordinglydif-

.o o,2
o,1
a o,o

ferentspectralretrievalscoveringdifferentwavelength

intervals
(denoted
byal - a5,bl andb2)arechosen
to
avoid spectral interferences.
In the al retrieval,eachgroupwasfreeto usetheir

2 1,o

own standard wavelength interval and retrieval tech-

nique(i.e., the mathematicalcodeand the degreeof the
o• o,o
fitting polynomial)[fordetailsseeRoscoeet al., 1999].
Other retrievalsincludedthe followingregions;(a2)
450nm to 550nm, (a3) 450nm to 497nm, (a4) 442nm
to 497nm, (a5) 442nm to 467nm. In most spectralre- Figure 2. Slant columndensities(SCD)measuredby
trievals(al to a5) eachof the groupswasallowedto use the different instruments during the afternoon of June
their own crosssectionspectra[as specifiedin Roscoe 13, 1996. A Cb cloud was located over the measuring
et al., 1999]. The H•O crosssectionswerederivedfor site between 14:00 UT and 18:30 UT. For the evaluation
each instrument by degradingthe 273K HITRAN96 li- eachgroupusedtheir standard(al) retrieval.
brary high resolutionH20 [Rotbean et al., 1992]to
the resolution

of the instrument.

A b l test was also

conductedon spectra from June 14', where the participating groups used a common set of cross sectionsin

an independentcheckfor the resultsobtainedfrom the
observations

in the visible.

Daily high sun referencespectra [as specifiedin
their standard (al) wavelengthinterval. The Bremen
recordedwith
and IASB groupsalso performed a b2 retrieval for the Roscoeet al., 1999]weresimultaneously
interference-free
detectionof NO2 in the wavelengthin- all instruments and used to ensure a true intercomterval from 403nm to 429nm for June 14'. Also, the parisonfor a systematiccomparison.Note, that since
IUP operated an instrument in the UV where water vapor does not absorb and hence the results can serve as
UT
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covered the same maximum

wave-

length range (from 403nm to 550nm) not all groups
could participate in all individual retrieval test runs.
Likewise,instrumentalproblemspreventedsomegroups
from contributingto all measurements
(e.g.,SAOZ and
NILU on June 14' or INTA on June 15').
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not all instruments

3.

Observations

Here, the data recordedon June 13, 14 and 15, 1996
are intercompared. The presenceof cloudsabovethe
measuringsite (i.e., within the FOV of eachof the instruments)is discernable
from the relativezenithradianceas well as from the colorindex (CI), definedhere
as the radianceratio of the light receivedat 682nm and

388nm(Figure1). Clearly,the smoothincreaseof the
zenith radiance indicated clear skies during the morn-

ing, i.e., 4 UT to 14 UT on June13', from4 UT to 8 UT
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Figure 1. Intensity(lines)and CI (symbols)(seetext)
for June 13, 14, and 15, 1996. For the mostlyclearsky
conditionsduringthe mornings,the CI followsa smooth
function versustime or SZA. During the afternoonsthe
occurrenceof Cb cloudscausesa variable whitening of
the spectraand variationsin the CI.

on June 14', and4UT to 9 UT on June 15'. In contrast, the actuating zenith radianceindicated cloudy

skiesduring the afternoons. The coincidingCI values indicated that blue (clear) skiesprevailedduring
the morningsand white (cloudy)skiesduringthe afternoons.

From the well known relationship between cloud

transmission
and cloudopticalthickness(•'c) [e.g., Cahalan et al., 1994], the decreasein zenith radiance

4.

Results

and

Discussion

The A valuesfor NO2 and 04 (excludingIUPuv)
agree between all groupsfor all analysiswithin the er-

ror bars (Figure 3 and 4). In contrast,the resultsfor
03 and H20 are very variable due to either spectral
interferenceor missinglines for H20. Clearly, the CE
INTA
IUPvis
IUPuv
IASB
Bremen
detected for the visible and UV absorptionsof the photochemically stable trace gas 04 indicate that CE can
: H20!
not solely be attributed to spectral retrieval problems
I
or changed trace gas concentrationswithin the cloud.
Therefore, our observationsindicate that due to multiple Mie scattering inside the cloud the pathlength and
hencethe absorptionsof interstitial gasesare increased
[e.g., PF98ab]. It is thereforeof interestwhether for
iuPvis
IUPuv
IASB
Bremen
INTA
the probed Cb clouds the result for any of the gases
Figure 3. Derived absorptionenhancements
(Ameas) are consistent, or whether possible inconsistenciesare
(for 03 and
for 03, NO2, 04 and H•.O for the differentspectralre- causedeither by photochemicalprocesses
trievals(al, a2, a3, a4, a5, bl, and b2) usedto evaluate NO2), or by transport of polluted air massesfrom the
the thunderstormobservationon June 14, 1996, 18:00 PBL into the cloud interior or by NO• production by
lightning [e.g., Huntrieser et at., 1998, Winterrath et
UT, SZA=78.1 ø.
at., this issue].
For this purpose,the measuredA=e•.•valuesare compared with calculated A•
valuesfor eachgasusingthe
(whencompared
to theclearskymorning
observations)relation of the geometricalpath length enhancementas
can be used as a proxy to derive •'c overhead. Accord- functionof rc [PF98ab]in the photondiffusionapproxingly, the largest observeddrop in the zenith radiance imationfor opticallythick Cb cloudsrc _>1/(1 - g)'

(by morethan a factorof 10) revealsthat Cb clouds

<L•>

could have had •'c >_100.

= (1- g) x •-c
•-• • AMFc•ouU

(2)

H•
For example,largerslant columndensities(SCD)for
03, NO•.,04 andH20 for eachof the instruments
(uswith < L• > beingthe mean geometricalpath for the
ingthe standardal retrieval)aredetectedfor the cloudy
part of the afternoon(within the rangeof solarzenith transmittedlight, Hc the verticalcloudextension,g (•
angles(SZA) from 42ø to 65ø) than for the clearsky 0.85) the asymmetryfactor for Mie scattering,ff (•
1999],
morningon June 13 (Figure2). The bestagreementis 1.75)the L•vy indexfor Cb clouds[Pfeilsticker,
seenfor the relative absorptionincreaseof 04. Since and AMF•o•dthe air massfactor (AMF) for the cloudy
part of the troposphere. The A•a• is estimated from:
04 is photochemically
inert, its increasedabsorption
clearlyindicatesincreasedgeometricalpathlengthsdue
to multiple Mie scatteringinsideclouds.Of major con-

cern, however,was the poor agreementbetweenthe retrieved SCDsof 03, NO•., and H•.O. Since H•.O doesnot
absorb in the UV, but the IUPuv instrument also observedincreasedabsorptionsof 03, and NO•, the CE
detected at visible wavelengthscan not solely be attributed to spectral retrieval problemsi.e., H•O interference.

In order to avoid that differences in the values of the

absorptioncrosssectionsusedby the participantsgiving rise to further discrepancies
in the retrieved SCDs,
cloudenhancement"Ameas"
valuesare compared.For a

hcal
c__-(AMFcloudAMFclear)
XVCDtrop(3)
SCDclear

withAMFdear
being
theclear
skyAMFfo•thatpart
of the tropospherewhich otherwiseis filled with clouds,

and VCDtrop
the tropospheric
verticalcolumnamountof
a trace gas (Table 1).
For this calculation, the cloud top and bottom were
taken as provided by a meteorologicalreport from the

DeutscherWetterdienst,Zc(= Hc/Ame)wascalculated

particular fixed SZA the Amea.•is defined as follows:

/•meas
---

SCDob.•

SCDclear

-1--

0Dob.•

ODclear

-1

(1)

with SCDob.•,
0Dob.•
being the actual retrieved SCDor optical density (0D), respectively,and $CDcxear,
0Dcxear,
the parametersexpectedfor clear sky. The latter pa-

IUPvis IUPuv IASB SAOZbremenNILU

i

rameters
(SCI:)cXe•r
or0I:)½Xe=)
aredetermined
from
the
measured
values
detected
at thesame
SZAduring
the
respective
morning.
Inthecase
ofH•O,04and03this

IUPvis IUPuv IASB SAOZBremenNILU

I

sible
diurnal
variations
areassumed
tobemuch
smaller

is
assumed
to
be
justified
since
for
all
three
gases,
pos-

than the detectedCEs. In the caseof NO•.,the Ame•.•

values
areinferred
byadditionally
accounting
forthedi-

IUPvis IUPuv IASB SAOZbremenNILU

o

I "
.

lUPvis lUPuv IASB SAOZBremen NILU
urnal variationof the stratosphericN O• columnamount
usingthe result from a photochemicalmodelcalculation Figure 4. sameas Figure 3, but for the thunderstorm
[Nevison
et at., 1996].
observationon June 15, 1996, 17:00UT, SZA-68 ø.

Table 1. Inferredand CalculatedCloudySky Ab•,lorption
Enhancements
(A).
Date/Time
CloudBottom/ AMFc10ud
AH•O
AOz•
AOt•
ANO2
(UT)
Top(kin)
talc
meas
talc
meas
talc
meas
talc
meas
June13,15:00
2.3-9.1
15.5
18+6.0 11+5.0 6.9+3
10+2
0.5+0.1 0.4+0.1 7.1+3
2.5+0.5
SZA--50.7 ø
June14,18:00
2.3-9.2
13.8
3.5+1.5 5.0+2.0 1.63+0.3 1.9+0.3 0.13+0.1 0.1+0.1 1.89+0.2 4.5+0.5
SZA=78.1
ø
June15,17:00
2.2-10.1
17.2
23+10 30+20
9.0+3
11+2 0.43+0.2 1.1+0.5 5.9+1.5 30:k6.0
SZA=68

ø

Fortheassumptions,
whichwentintothecalculations,
seethetext.Thecloudbottom
wasestimated
from
thereported
temperature
andhumidity
profiles,
andthecloud
topheight
fromtheMETEOSAT
IR-imagery

(provided
bytheDeutscher
Wetterdienst).
AMFc•oud
wascalculated
using
equ.2. Thestandard
deviation
of

the As inferredfromthemeasurements
aredueto standard
deviation
of all measurements
fromthe mean.The
ßinferredAs andtheiruncertainties
werecalculated
fromequ.3 withthe assumed
parameters
asdiscussed
in
the text and their uncertainties.

by assuminga mean free path for Mie scattering,AMie

port and production of NO• in electrified thunderstorms:

Survey of previous studies and new observationsat mid(-- 14.1m)asspecified
by Stephens
[1979],a VCDtrop
for
latitudes, J. Geophys.Res., 103, 28247-28264, 1998.
03 (about 35 Dobsonunits) measuredby daily ECC Kerr, R.A., Darker cloudspromisebrighter future for cli03 profilesoundings
at the nearbylocatedGap/France
mate models, Science, 267, 454, 1995.

andfor NO2 a VCDtrop
= 5 x 10•/cm2 (330ppt) an
upper limit inferredfrom the morningobservations,and
stratospheric SeDiments
as detected.
For the A of H20 and 04, a fair agreementexistsfor
all three observationsbut the A for 03 agree only for
June, 13 and 14. On June 15 the lower A for O• indicatesthat interstitial 03 is probablyincreasedin (or

Nevison,C.D., S. Solomon,and J.M. RussellIII, Nighttime
formation of N•O5 inferred from halogenoccultationexperiment sunset/sunriseNO• ratios, J. Geophys.Res.,
101, 6%il - 6%i8, 1996.

Noxon, J.F., TroposphericNO•., J. Geophys.Res., 83, 30513057, 1978.

Pfeilsticker,K., F. Erie, and U. Platt, Absorption of solar
radiation by atmospheric04, J. Atrnos. Sci., 5,i, 7, 939,

1997.
dueto) the Cb cloudon June15 [seeWinterrathet al.,
this issue]. For NO2, the calculatedAs do not agree Pfeilsticker,K., F. Erie, O. Funk, H. Veitel, and U. Platt,
First geometricalpathlengthsprobability densityfunction
on either day. While the lower NO2 may indicate low
derivationof the skylightfrom spectroscopically
highly
interstitial NO2 (below330 ppt) - tentativelybecause resolving oxygen A-band observations. 1. Measurement
of a low troposphericNO2 backgroundor someremoval
technique, atmospheric observations,and model calculations, J. Geophys.Res., 103, 11,i83- 1150,i, 1998a.
in the Cb cloud,the larger observedthan calculatedA
clearly indicatesan increaseof interstitial NO2. This Pfeilsticker,K., F. Erie, O. Funk, L. Marquard,T. Wagner,
and U. Platt, Optical path modificationsdue to tropomay tentatively imply either NO• productiondue to
sphericclouds:Implicationsfor zenith sky measurements
lightninginsidethe thunderstormcloudincreasingthe
of stratosphericgases, J. Geophys. Res., 103, 25323-

interstitial NO2, or that NO•-rich air masseswere ver-

25335, 1998b.

tically transportedfrom the PBL into the interior of Pfeilsticker,K., First geometricalpathlengthsprobability
densityfunction derivationof the skylightfrom spectrothe thunderstorm
cloud[e.g.,Huntrieseret al., 1998],a
scopicallyhighly resolving oxygen A-band observations.
conclusionthat is discussed
in detail by Winterrath et
2. Derivation of the L•vy-index for the skylighttransmital. (this issue)for our observation.
ted by midlatitude clouds, J. Geophys.Res. 10,i, ,i101 When scaledto climatologicalrelevantcloudcover,
g 116, 1999.

the detected CE indicate that troposphericcloudscan
adversely affect the zenith sky observationof strato-

sphericgaseson a percentlevel (in eitherdirection),a
conclusion
basicallyin agreementwith the findingsof
PF98ab.

Roscoe, H. K., et al., Slant column measurementsof Os and

NO• during the NDSC intercomparisonof zenith-skyUVvisible spectrometersin June 1996, J. Atrnos. Chern. (in
press), 1999.
Rothman, L., HITRAN spectroscopicdata, J. Quant. Spec-

trosc. Radiat. Transfer, ,i8, ,i97- 507, 1992
ZSL-DOAS measurementscan thus provide new Solomon,
S., R. W. Portmann, R.W. Sanders, J.S. Daniel,
information on cloudy sky geometricalpathlengths M. Madsen, B. Bartram, and E.G. Dutton, On the role

[PF98ab;Pfeilsticker,1999],cloudyskySW absorption of nitrogen dioxide in the absorptionof solar radiation, J.
Geophys.Res., (in press), 1999.
[Pfeilsticker
et al., 1997;Solomon
et al., 1999]andincloudchemical
processes
[Winterrathet al., thisissue]. Stephens, G.L., Optical properties of eight water cloud
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